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We come with unprecedented system of spot coloured lighting, so-called the chromotherapy, which is 100%
waterproof. This unique system has almost unlimited possibilities of installation and has the use in
professional facilities as their part but also in architecture, illuminational  technology, design installations and
many others. System exceeds in unique technical solution, 100% watertight integrity including also the LED
diods and very simple installation and that s all is available for a very good price.

Red
- SPA - interior and exterior Green
- hydromassage tubs - wet environment Blue
- pools - design installations Yellow
- shower corner - hoardings Light blue
- saunas - bars and restaurant Orange
- wellness... - household... Purple

White
Automatic leap colour change

slow colour changeover
Automatic colour flicker change
Automatic

The simplicity of the cable installation leads up to 70% time reduction spent on installation LED diods
Thanks to the connection of the chromotherapy cables into the central BUS leading wire there is no need
to care of the cables length of the particular LED diods
Reach up to 10m (the length of the BUS leading wire)
The whole system is 100% waterproof
The light from every LED diod is diffused by the lens
Can be installed even without grommet
Quicker, simpler and professional installation
Reliability
Longer lifetime
The whole system is patented
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Examples of possible applications Colour scheme:

The biggest advantages of the spot chromotherapy

Professional facilities Other applications

accelerated colour changeover
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Unique coloured light for every use

130400+130402 130405 130410      130415 130420
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New spot chromotherapy is the revolutionary solution for the installation of chromotherapies on the
contemporary market. The installation consists in using only 1 central leading wire, which is installed
around the perimeter of the bath-tub. There can be attached up to 100 LED RGB diods of
chromotherapy lights on any place of this central leading wire thanks to the unique clip connexion. So
there is no need to connect every single leading wire separately into the control electronic, like you
have to do with the standard chromotherapies. The particular chromotherapies can be connected to
the central leading wire by the sharp edges that are inbuilt in their cable endings. These sharp edges
crimps the central leading wire and the chromotherapy cable is then fastened to the central leading
wire with the clips. The new spot chromotherapy steps down from 12V only to 5V, which reduces the
heat and increases the lifetime while delivering more light than general chromotherapies do. The
system offers the possibility of switching among 8 basic colours and 4 automatic regimes of colours
change (the regime of slow colour changeover and the regime of blinking).

Controlling

The way of  controlling is also unique, the whole chromotherapy is controlled by supply interruption
and hence can be controlled by any switcher on any place before the main control union. The whole
control can be realized by the power switcher (230V-e.g. output for the transformer of halogen light)
and also by the low-power switcher (12V). Always after switching on the system is under the last
buttoned regime, e.g. the last chosen colour or the automatic regime of the colour change. If you want
to change the actual regime set up, then you can just switch the system off and on again. The body of
every LED  diod is ended with the lens (100% waterproof) and the light alighting from every spot LED
diod is already diffused and don´t arise in the narrow beam like at the standard LED diods. Thanks to
this lens there is no need to use the grommet, which is used at the standard LED diods as the lens.

2. 3. 4.

130450 38,45 EUR
130451 139,27 EUR
130452 85,15 EUR

Quadric RGB LED including grommit and clip
Set of control unit (max. 100 LED) incl. transformators and 10m line wire
Set of control unit (max. 40 LED) incl. transformator and 10m line wire

The mentioned prices do not include VAT.

Illustration of the clip connection on the central leading wire

All the prices depend on the actual exchange rate CZK/EUR.

Trafo
AC110V-

230V 130402 -CONTROLLER

max.100 LED

DC5V

AC12V

10m BUS cable

AC12V Quad RGB LED
130400 -CONROLLER

max.40 LED

Var. 1

Var. 2


